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Abstract12

We analyze source characteristics of global, deep-focus (>350 km) earthquakes with mo-13

ment magnitudes (Mw) larger than 6.0–8.2 using teleseismic P-wave and S-wave spec-14

tra and an empirical Green’s functions approach. We estimate the corner frequency as-15

suming Brune’s source model and calculate stress drops assuming a circular crack model.16

Based on P-wave and S-wave spectra, the one-standard deviation ranges are 3.5–369.817

MPa and 8.2–328.9 MPa, respectively. Based on the P-wave analysis, the median of our18

stress-drop estimates is about a factor of 10 higher than the median stress drop of shal-19

low earthquakes with the same magnitude estimated by Allmann and Shearer (2009).20

This suggests that, on average, the shear stress of deep faults in the mantle transition21

zone is an order of magnitude higher than the shear stress of faults in the crust. The wide22

range of stress drops implies coexistence of multiple physical mechanisms.23

Plain Language Summary24

The change of shear stress (i.e., stress drop) during an earthquake is thought to25

be larger for deeper earthquakes than shallow earthquakes because of higher overbur-26

den pressure. However, the observational evidence for stress drop dependence on depth27

is still inconclusive. We estimate stress drops of earthquakes deeper than 400 km from28

recorded ground motion spectra. We find that the median stress drop of deep earthquakes29

is about one order of magnitude higher than the stress drop of shallow (<50 km) earth-30

quakes. This implies that the shear stress of deep faults is moderately higher than of faults31

in the crust. The wide range of our stress drop estimates suggests that various mech-32

anisms producing deep earthquakes coexist.33

1 Introduction34

High temperatures and stresses in excess of 1000 MPa should inhibit brittle fail-35

ure at depths larger than 50 km. However, approximately 25% of earthquakes occur at36

these large depths (Frohlich, 1989) and they have nearly double-couple mechanisms. This37

suggests that deep earthquakes involve shear faulting on a planar surface similar to crustal38

earthquakes.39

Previous studies have proposed two physical mechanisms of deep-focus (>350 km)40

earthquakes as shear failures: (1) metastable phase transformation (e.g., Kirby, 1987;41

H. Green & Burnley, 1989; H. W. Green & Houston, 1995) and (2) shear-induced melt-42

ing (e.g., Aki, 1972; Kanamori et al., 1998; Karato et al., 2001). In the first mechanism,43

small lenticular cracks nucleate as a result of the volume decrease during the olivine-to-44

spinel phase transformation and form macroscopic faults. In the second mechanism, fric-45

tional melts on pre-existing faults lubricate the fault plane, reduce dynamic shear strength,46

and facilitate earthquake rupture. Once triggered, a shear instability evolves into a cas-47

cading failure (Chen & Wen, 2015), which may propagate at a super-shear rupture ve-48

locity (Zhan et al., 2015).49

Previous studies of deep-focus earthquakes produced inconsistent results. For ex-50

ample, Poli and Prieto (2016) determined that the radiation efficiencies of intermediate-51

depth (30–350 km) and deep-focus earthquakes are different. Persh and Houston (2004)52

related distinct changes of aftershock productivity at depths of 300 km and 550 km to53

different metastable phase transformations. Both studies suggest a change of the rup-54

ture mechanism with depth. In contrast, Campus and Das (2000) did not observe an ob-55

vious difference in the spectral properties and the source time functions of intermediate-56

depth and deep-focus events. The global invariance of strain drops with depth based on57

the analysis of source time functions (Vallée, 2013) indicates that one single mechanism58

could be responsible for all earthquakes.59
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Figure 1. Global distribution of master events (stars; see also Table 1) and stations (trian-

gles) used in this study

In this paper we evaluate whether stress drops of shallow and deep-focus earthquakes60

are significantly different. Stress drop is the difference between shear stresses along the61

fault before and after an earthquake. It is a fundamental parameter for understanding62

the physics of the rupture process (Kanamori & Brodsky, 2004). If the shear-failure pro-63

cesses are similar, deep-focus earthquakes should exhibit higher stress drops than shal-64

low earthquakes due to larger fault shear stresses.65

Early studies by Aki (1972) and (Kanamori & Anderson, 1975) suggested stress66

drops of deep earthquakes are an order of magnitude larger than the range of 1–10 MPa67

of crustal earthquakes. However, recent analyses of larger data sets indicate that stress68

drops of crustal earthquakes can vary significantly and that stress drops of shallow and69

deep earthquakes are similar. For example, the stress drops of 95% of global crustal earth-70

quakes studied by Allmann and Shearer (2009) using globally averaged empirical Green’s71

functions (eGfs) are between 0.22 and 66 MPa. Poli and Prieto (2016) found the stress72

drops of 95% of earthquakes at depths of 400–700 km are 3.6–49.2 MPa from the anal-73

ysis of source time functions.74

To measure stress drops of deep-focus earthquakes (Figure 1), we analyze teleseis-75

mic P-wave and S-wave spectra using the spectral ratio approach based on empirical Green’s76

functions (eGfs) (Huang et al., 2016). We compare our stress drops of deep-focus earth-77

quakes to those of shallow earthquakes estimated by Allmann and Shearer (2009), the78

only published stress drop study for global shallow earthquakes based on eGfs.79

2 Methods80

2.1 Corner Frequency and Stress Drop Estimates81

The spectrum of a teleseismic P wave or S wave is u(f) = S(f)P (f)R(f), where82

the factors S, P , and R are the source, path and receiver-side contributions, respectively.83

We can determine the ratio of the source spectra SM (f) and SeGf (f) by dividing the84

P-wave or S-wave spectra uM for a large earthquake (i.e., the master event) by the spec-85

tra ueGf for a smaller nearby earthquake (i.e., the eGf) recorded at the same station (Aki,86

1967; Mueller, 1985; Frankel & Wennerberg, 1989; Imanishi & Ellsworth, 2006; Aber-87

crombie, 2015). For the Brune source model (Brune, 1970) S(f, fc) = M0/(1+(f/fc)
2),88

where M0 is the seismic moment and fc is the corner frequency, SM (f)/SeGf (f) has a89
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sigmoidal shape with a high plateau at low frequencies determined by the ratio of the90

seismic moments and a spectral fall-off between the corner frequencies of the master event91

and the eGf. From here on, we denote the corner frequencies of the master event and92

the and the eGf as fM and feGf .93

Abercrombie (2015) recommended to select eGfs that are located within one-source94

dimension of the master event in order to cancel out P (f) and R(f). We therefore choose95

eGfs at hypocentral distances within 100, 300, and 500 km from master events with mo-96

ment magnitudes in the range of 6–7, 7–8, and 8–9 (only two events), respectively. Us-97

ing a distance threshold of 300 km for the two Mw8 events does not significantly change98

our stress drop estimates (Figure S1). We require the eGfs to have magnitudes that are99

at least 0.5 lower to ensure that fM and feGf are distinguishable. We allow eGfs to have100

different focal mechanisms because the source-radiation effects are small when spectra101

are averaged from stations over a wide range of source azimuths (Calderoni et al., 2015;102

Ross & Ben-Zion, 2016).103

The source radius r of a master earthquake is related to fc by r = kv/fc, where104

v is the S-wave velocity varying with depth. We assume a circular shear crack model,105

so the stress drop ∆τ is related to r as ∆τ = 7M0/16r3 (Eshelby, 1957). Here we as-106

sume that the rupture velocity is constant and 90% of the shear-wave velocity, and choose107

kP = 0.32 for P wave and kS = 0.21 for S wave following Madariaga (1976) to facili-108

tate the comparison with Allmann and Shearer (2009). It is possible that the stress drop109

variability observed in this study stems from rupture velocity variation. Both stress drop110

and rupture velocity determine the corner frequency and the rupture velocities of indi-111

vidual earthquakes are poorly constrained (Houston, 2015; Chounet et al., 2018). This112

is the case for deep-focus as well as shallow earthquakes (Allmann & Shearer, 2009; Vallée,113

2013). Houston (2015) has shown that the majority of deep-focus earthquakes have rup-114

ture velocities that range between 50% and 90% of the shear-wave velocity. If we assume115

that the rupture velocity is 50% of the shear-wave velocity, ∆τ estimated from P-wave116

and S-wave spectra would increase by a factor of ∼ 2.5 and ∼ 1.7, respectively, based117

on estimates of kP and kS by Sato and Hirasawa (1973) and Kaneko and Shearer (2014).118

The increase is small compared to the differences in the stress drops of deep-focus and119

shallow earthquakes (Figure S2).120

2.2 P-wave and S-wave Spectral Ratio Analysis121

We analyze P-wave and S-wave spectra using vertical-component and transverse-122

component waveforms recorded at epicentral distances smaller than 85 degrees. We ap-123

ply the multi-window method (Imanishi & Ellsworth, 2006; Huang et al., 2016) to stack124

spectra for five windows that are each 40 s long and overlap by 20 s. The first window125

begins 5 s before the theoretical (i.e., PREM; Dziewonski & Anderson, 1981) arrival time.126

The windows include coda waves with important source information (Aki & Chouet, 1975).127

We find that stacked spectra for window lengths from to 120 seconds are not significantly128

different.129

We use data with a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) higher than 2 in each of the frequency130

bands 0.025–0.1 Hz, 0.1–0.4 Hz, 0.4–0.9 Hz, and 0.9–2.0 Hz. The SNR is defined as the131

ratio of the P wave or S wave amplitude and the average amplitude of the noise in the132

40-s long window before the P wave and S wave onsets. We average the spectral ratios133

from at least three stations. The corner frequency fM may be underestimated when it134

is within a factor of 1.5 (Ruhl et al., 2017) to 3.0 (Abercrombie, 2015) of the maximum135

signal frequency. It is difficult to resolve fM if the low-frequency plateau is not distin-136

guishable from the high-frequency spectral fall-off but we can estimate fM reliably if it137

has a value between 0.05 and 0.67 Hz. Due to the limited bandwidth of our data, feGf138

is poorly resolved for most eGfs. In addition, we require that the magnitude difference139

between the master events and the eGfs, determined by moment ratios, is within 0.5 units140
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of the magnitude difference in the ANSS Comprehensive Earthquake Catalog (Figure141

S3).142

After resampling the P-wave and S-wave spectra evenly in the log domain, we es-143

timate fM of the master event and its uncertainty by fitting the average spectral ratio144

to the theoretical curve in the 0.025–2.0 Hz frequency range using two approaches. The145

first approach is based on a grid search. We compute the least-squares misfit between146

the stacked and the theoretical spectral ratios (assuming the Brune model) as a func-147

tion of fM and feGf for a fixed moment ratio determined by the spectral ratio at the low-148

est frequencies. In the second approach, we estimate fM using the Trust-Region-Reflective149

least squares algorithm by (Branch et al., 1999). We bootstrap the residuals between the150

observed and the best-fit spectral ratios at each frequency and create a synthetic spec-151

tral ratio by adding the bootstrapping residuals to the best-fit spectral ratios. We re-152

peat this process 1,000 times to obtain a Gaussian distribution of fM values for 1,000153

synthetic spectral ratios. The 95% confidence interval is similar to the range of resolved154

values along the 1.01 misfit contour (defining the minimum misfit to be 1). We retain155

an estimate of fM only when its distribution has a two-standard deviation smaller than156

0.05 in the log domain, which is within 0.89–1.12 times the best-fit corner frequency. We157

likely underestimate the uncertainties in the estimate of the corner frequency because158

we have not considered the effects of imperfect cancellation of propagation path and site159

effects in our analysis.160

Figure 2 illustrates our analysis for the 2013 Sea of Okhotsk earthquake (Event 5161

in Table S1). Figure 2a shows station-averaged P-wave spectral ratios for three eGfs (2009/12/01,162

Mw6.3; 2013/10/01, Mw6.7; 2013/05/24, Mw6.7). The estimates of fM range from 0.075163

to 0.15 Hz. Three panels in Figure 2b show that the spectra of the three eGfs can be matched164

by theoretical ratios within a misfit of 1.01 when estimates of fM of Event 5 vary be-165

tween 0.11–0.13 Hz for eGf 1, 0.074–0.08 Hz for eGf 2, and 0.14–0.16 Hz for eGf 3. The166

bootstrapping results in Figure 2c indicate that fM is 0.12 Hz, 0.08 Hz , and 0.15 Hz for167

eGfs 1, 2, and 3, respectively. In Table S1, we report that Event 5 has a corner frequency168

fM = 0.11 ± 0.01 Hz based on this analysis.169

3 Estimates of Corner Frequencies and Stress Drop170

Our analysis is based on global waveform data of earthquakes from 2000 to 2018171

listed in the ANSS Comprehensive Earthquake Catalog with focal depths larger than 400172

km and moment magnitudes higher than 5.5. Using 2,860 P-wave recordings of 28 earth-173

quakes and 2,296 S-wave recordings of 29 earthquakes, we measure 116 and 95 corner174

frequencies from analyses of P-wave and S-wave spectra that meet the quality control175

criteria. We show observed and modeled spectral ratios in Figure S4 and document source176

parameters in Table S1.177

Figures 3a and 3b show estimates of fM from the analysis of P waves and S waves,178

respectively. The P-wave corner frequencies vary from 0.05 to 0.67 Hz, which is the same179

as the resolvable frequency range, whereas the S-wave corner frequencies vary from 0.06180

to 0.26 Hz. In Supplementary Figure S5 we show that the estimates of fM are similar181

for the Boatwright model (Boatwright, 1980), which predicts a steeper decrease of the182

source spectra at frequencies higher than fM . fM varies by a factor of 6 (for S waves)183

to 10 (for P waves) but a dependence on magnitude is not obvious. For example, fM for184

events 41 and 53 (see Supplementary Figure S4) are similar although the event magni-185

tudes are different by about 1. The magnitudes of events 36, 42, and 53 are between 7.6186

and 7.9 but estimates of fM for these events differ by a factor of 10.187

Since fM does not depend on magnitude, the stress drop ∆τ increases with mag-188

nitude (Figure 3c, 3d). Poli and Prieto (2016) also observe an increase of ∆τ with mo-189

ment for 415 earthquakes deeper than 100 km by measuring total rupture durations from190
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Figure 2. (a) Estimates of the S-wave spectral ratios (green, blue, and red solid lines) and

corner frequencies (green, blue, and red triangles) of Event 5 (May 24, 2013; Sea of Okhotsk)

based on three eGfs. The best-fit ratios are shown with dashed lines. (b) Contours of the misfit

(scaled to minimum misfit) as a function of the corner frequencies of the master event (x-axis,

log10(fM ) and the eGf (y-axis, log10(feGf )) for the same three eGfs as in (a). Values in the up-

per left of each panel indicates the variation of log10(fM ) for a misfit of 1.01. (c) Histograms of

the estimated log10(fM ) based on bootstrapping analysis. Dashed curves are best-fit Gaussians.

Means (µ) and two-standard deviations (2σ) are indicated on the upper left of each panel. Note

that spectral ratios and results of grid search and bootstrapping for the same eGf are depicted in

the same color.
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source time functions. However, fM estimated in this study is affected more by the time191

at which the moment rate is highest than by the total rupture duration (Archuleta &192

Ji, 2016). Furthermore, the increase of the stress drop in Figure 3c and 3d may be due193

to the narrow range of resolvable corner frequencies in our dataset. According to our spec-194

tral ratio analysis, several master events and corresponding eGfs in Figure S4 have sim-195

ilar seismic moments and therefore similar magnitudes, especially for P-wave results (Fig-196

ure S3). Nevertheless, the ranges of P-wave and S-wave ∆σ are similar, and omitting these197

earthquake pairs does not change our interpretation (Figure S6). One-standard-deviation198

ranges of ∆τ for P waves and S waves are 3.5–369.8 MPa and 8.2–328.9 MPa, respec-199

tively. Their median values of 50.0 and 51.0 MPa are higher than the estimate of 13.4200

MPa from Poli and Prieto (2016). We do not observe a dependence of ∆σ on event depth201

and focal mechanism (Supplementary Figure S7 and S8 (Shearer et al., 2006)). More-202

over, the earthquakes with the highest (event 42) and lowest (event 54) P-wave corner203

frequencies and stress drops have double-couple components smaller than 40%. Since the204

Brune source model is based on shear failure of a planar fault, the corner frequencies of205

non-double-couple events may be poorly resolved.206

In Figure 4, we compare our P-wave estimates of fM and ∆τ to the estimates from207

Allmann and Shearer (2009) who analyzed shallow (<50 km) earthquakes using teleseis-208

mic P waves and globally averaged empirical Green’s functions. The highest value for209

∆τ in Allmann and Shearer (2009) is 1000 MPa. Assuming a Gaussian distribution, 95%210

of their stress drops are between 0.22 and 66 MPa and have a median value of 4.0 MPa.211

Thus, Figure 4 suggests that the median stress drop of shallow earthquakes is 12.5 times212

smaller than the median stress drop of deep-focus earthquakes in the same magnitude213

range.214

4 Discussion215

Our study indicates that the stress drop of deep-focus earthquakes is higher than216

the stress drop of crustal earthquakes. This suggests that the mantle transition zone can217

accommodate shear faulting with higher stress drops. However, the difference in stress218

drop of shallow and deep-focus earthquakes may partly originate from the applied ap-219

proaches. Shearer et al. (2019) compared the spectral ratio approach used in this study220

with the global eGf fitting approach used by Allmann and Shearer (2009). They found221

that, for the Brune source model, corner frequencies of a cluster of Landers aftershocks222

estimated using the spectral ratio approach are systematically higher than estimates us-223

ing the global eGf fitting approach. However, it cannot explain the one-order-of-magnitude224

difference of median stress drops of shallow and deep-focus earthquakes shown (Figure225

4 (c)). Moreover, assuming the Boatwright source model, the estimated corner frequen-226

cies have less scatter and there is better agreement between the two approaches.227

The one-standard-deviation range of 3.5–369.8 MPa of the estimated stress drop228

(using P waves) implies that multiple physical mechanisms underlie deep-focus earth-229

quake faulting. Shear-induced melting can accommodate shear failure with higher stress230

drops than phase transformation due to the large reduction of fault friction. The stress231

drop of the 1994 Mw8.3 Bolivia earthquake is estimated to be higher than 100 MPa (e.g.232

Antolik et al., 1996; Kikuchi & Kanamori, 1994) and faulting may have caused shear-233

induced melting (Kanamori et al., 1998; Zhan et al., 2014). In contrast, the 2013 Mw8.3234

Sea of Okhotsk earthquake has a much smaller stress drop of 12–15 MPa (Ye et al., 2013)235

and may have been triggered by phase transformation (Zhan et al., 2014). Deep focus236

earthquakes may also involve a combination of shear melting and phase transformation237

(Meng et al., 2014; Zhan, 2017; Fan et al., 2019).238

In our analysis, the source radius r can be much smaller than the dimension of the239

rupture plane estimated from finite-fault inversions or back-projection studies because240

our estimate of the corner frequency is primarily sensitive to the area of the fault plane241
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Figure 3. Corner frequencies ((a) and (b)) and stress drops ((c) and (d)) of master events as

a function of moment magnitudes estimated from P-wave ((a) and (c)) and S-wave ((b) and (d))

spectra using Brune’s source model. Vertical lines indicate 2σ uncertainties determined by boot-

strapping analysis. (a) Numbers to the left of four data points are the associated event numbers

in Table 1. In (c) and (d), shaded areas are one-standard-deviation ranges of P-wave (3.5-369.8

MPa) and S-wave (8.2-328.9 MPa) stress drop estimates; dashed lines in (c) and (d) indicate

medians of P-wave (50.0 MPa) and S-wave (51.0 MPa) stress drops estimates.
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Figure 4. (a) Corner frequencies and (b) stress drops of shallow earthquakes (white circles)

by (Allmann & Shearer, 2009) and estimates for deep-focus earthquakes in this study (magenta

circles). (c) Histograms of the stress drop distributions corresponding to data in (a) and (b). The

blue histogram shows the stress-drop distribution of deep-focus earthquakes determined by Poli

and Prieto (2016). Dashed lines are Gaussian contour fitting to histograms. The median stress

drops of magenta, blue, and gray histograms are 50.0 MPa, 13.4 MPa, and 4.0 MPa.
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with highest slip. For example, we estimate that r = 9.4 km (i.e. rupture dimension242

of 278 km2) for the May 24, 2013 Sea of Okhotsk earthquake (Event 5 in Table 1). Al-243

though Ye et al. (2013) determined by kinematic slip inversion that the fault plane area244

was 180 × 60 km2, our estimate of rupture dimension is consistent with the highest slip245

in Ye et al. (2013) (∼ 600 km2 for the 9.9 m slip contour in their Figure 1 and Figure246

S9 (a)) and in Zhan et al. (2014) (∼ 314 km2 for the 8.0 m slip contour in their Figure247

S3 (a)). Similarly, we estimate that the rupture area of the August 19, 2018 Fiji earth-248

quake (Event 19 in Table 1) is 800 km2 (r = 16.2 km), which is 10 times smaller than249

80 × 100 km2 determined by Fan et al. (2019) from a back-projection analysis. Thus,250

stress drops interpreted in this study are primarily sensitive to the largest slip (Luco, 1985;251

Archuleta & Ji, 2016), whereas finite fault inversions and back projection analyses re-252

solve stress drops based on the overall dimension of the fault plane. Consequently, it is253

important to study stress drop variations using a consistent approach.254

Our results suggest that the fault shear stress in the mantle transition zone is one255

order of magnitude higher than in the crust. This is significantly smaller than the two256

orders of magnitude difference of pressure in the crust and mantle (100s MPa versus 10s257

GPa). One explanation is high P-T experiments (e.g. Paola et al., 2015; H. Green et al.,258

2015) indicate that ground-boundary sliding may weaken faults if accompanied by phase259

transformation, with very low frictional resistance (H. Green et al., 2015) slightly depend-260

ing on confining stress Tingle et al. (1993). In this case, shear failure can occur under261

shear stresses significantly smaller than static friction. Moreover, buoyancy forces caused262

by phase transformation that reach crustal shear stress Bina (1997); Yoshioka et al. (1997)263

or even higher level Goto et al. (1987) can trigger rupture of faults.264

5 Conclusion265

We measure the corner frequencies of global deep-focus earthquakes using the spec-266

tral ratio analysis based on teleseismic P-wave and S-wave spectra and a Brune source267

model. We find the one standard deviation ranges of P-wave and S-wave stress-drop es-268

timates are 3.5–369.8 MPa and 8.2–328.9 MPa, respectively. The median of the P-wave269

and S-wave stress-drop estimates are 50.0 MPa and 51.0 MPa, respectively. These me-270

dians are about one order of magnitude higher than the median stress drop of global shal-271

low earthquakes estimated by Allmann and Shearer (2009). The large variation of stress272

drops implies that both phase transformation and shear heating processes play impor-273

tant roles in the rupture processes of deep-focus earthquakes. Despite the two-orders-274

of-magnitude difference in the pressure in the mantle transition zone and crust, the com-275

parison of median stress drops of shallow and deep-focus earthquakes suggests that the276

fault shear stress in the mantle is one order of magnitude higher than shear stresses in277

the crust.278
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